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In 1950,
construction
began on the
Buffalo Skyway,
and planners
designated the
Waterfront
Urban Renewal
Area for “Total
Clearance.” Ultimately, 292
acres of homes
and businesses
were destroyed.
First demolitions were for
state-sponsored
Skyway, in 1951.
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GREATER BUFFALO

The status quo
isn’t the answer.
It’s the problem.
Limited-access highway construction and operations have
long been discredited as causing social, economic, and physical
harm to cities and citizens. The harm exists as long as the roadways do, with the added harm of stifling the city’s revitalization.
In cities across the country and the world the highway status
quo has become intolerable. Cities have removed the highways as
a way to clean the air, eliminate blight, attract residents and tourists
and, through the socially created value, to set off economic development booms. Meanwhile, in Buffalo, each generation is being
asked to recommit to the Skyway and to fund it for the next 20
years. The status quo is economically and morally indefensible.
This folio illustrates solutions to problems that have bedeviled
Buffalo and the American cities since the dawn of the highway age,
and especially the merger of urban planning, highways, and the
redlining of older urban neighborhoods inhabited by Blacks, Italians, and visible minorities in the 1930s.
This was spurred by a challenge of NY Gov. Andrew Cuomo. A
former Secretary of Housing and Urban Development who saw first
hand the harm highways inflicted on traditional neighborhoods,
and the transformation of areas after highway removal, Cuomo is
the first state official to admit that Buffalo’s urban highways (all
state-designed projects) were a mistake. He issued a challenge in
2018 to reconceive the Skyway, and an Environmental Review is
underway, with funding likely. No meaningful connection between
the waterfront and downtown is possible without getting rid of its
downtown section.
Redevelopment calls for a return to the historic small parcels,
with small buildings, that proved so useful to developing the city
before. The blocks can and should be made even smaller, to provide functional shortcuts and interior squares for residents. Simply
eliminating the Skyway interchange would free up 10 acres of land
that was the connective tissue mapped out by Joseph Ellicott in
1800. The state must pay not just for the removal of the Skyway
downtown, but the reconstruction of the infrastructure and land
disposition it destroyed, and create conditions which allow the
neighborhoods to rise again.
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Status quo
The Skyway-Thruway interchange has divided downtown from the waterfront for almost 70 years

THE CAMPAIGN FOR GREATER BUFFALO
Applying Joseph Ellicott’s city-building philosophy, as well as his actual streets and waterways

GREATER BUFFALO

Jos. Ellicott’s sketch of Village of New Amsterdam, c.1800
Terrace slope is depicted with black shading.
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...and the city that grew out of it, 1880. Canals, slips, and The Terrace as transition between upper town
and lower town.

Let history be your guide
Joseph Ellicott, was appointed Resident Agent by the Holland Land Company in 1800 for its lands west of the Genesee River, from Lake Ontario to the
Pennsylvania line. He helped survey that line under his brother, Andrew Ellicott, for whom he also worked in platting Washington, DC. Ellicott’s job was
to design human habitats. His plans were based on two things: human behavior and the physical environment of a place.
Ellicott’s very first sketch of the idea for Buffalo—his survey of 1803-04 set it in stone—shows two distinct areas: a maritime commercial area crisscrossed by canals on the low, flat Lake Erie shore, and an area on top of a bluff. The streets of the upper town and the streets and canals of the lower town
were based on the orientation of the bluff, which itself was shaped by the prevailing winds and waves of the lake. This plan worked spectacularly well.
The destruction of Ellicott’s plan, concretized in 1950, has not worked out well. Laws of nature and human nature still prevail, and the best and most
logical guidance we have is to reestablish the Ellicott plan, to let history be our guide. Thus, our ideas on resuscitating Buffalo’s human habitat.
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Court Street west of City Hall marked the northern end of historic Terrace. All buildings facing or adjacent to what was “St.
Anthony’s Park,” except St. Anthony’s Church itself—the
mother church of Buffalo’s Italians—were destroyed for the
Waterfront Urban Renewal Area and Skyway circulation improvements.
This was the southern end of the Old Italian Colony.
Promised replacement housing was never built, and the only
two businesses built on the resulting superblock failed. It is
time to rebuild the neighborhoods that were destroyed by
the Skyway and its planned, but never built, extension.

1954, “St. Anthony’s Park”

1961, Skyway extension plan
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Restoring the green slope of The Terrace, Buffalo’s oldest public park space, is a historic opportunity of immense socially created value that can spur private development throughout downtown.
This is a view looking southeast from near Church Street. The long pavilion on the left is a reconstruction of the old Terrace Street Station of the New York Central Railroad, which served the Beltline and commuter trains. It was the third-busiest station in the entire NYC system in 1890 because
of its proximity to office buildings. While the NY Central took some effort to create a landscaped
setting, that was obliterated by the NYSDOT when it built the Skyway in 1954 (right)

BUFFALO HISTORY MUSEUM
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THE CAMPAIGN FOR GREATER BUFFALO
Intersection of Lower Terrace and Erie Street. Demonstration of mobilityequity in a residential area. Access for all, speeding by none. Sidewalks and
bicycle paths are just as broad as vehicular path, and curbs do not impede
free-range walking. A logistics strip allows pick-ups and drop-offs, as well as
deliveries. Small townhouses act to screen parking lots. At Erie Street striped
leaning poles mark the intersection and emulate the crossarms at the former
rail crossing here.

1902
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A Grand Promenade

THE CAMPAIGN FOR GREATER BUFFALO
The stretch of The Terrace between Church Street and Genesee was called “Two Park” by neighborhood children, after Public School No. 2, which defined it on the west side (left here), where a TV
station occupies a site cleared in the Waterfront Urban Renewal Area. Two Park was recognizable,
though much abused, up until the mid 1970s, when, to facilitate traffic flow to both the Skyway and
the Thruway (via Church Street), it was bisected by a state-funded extension of South Elmwood
Avenue. The resuscitated Two Park is here conceived as a platform for periodic civic events, and
day-to-day use as a public promenade with opportunities for casual seating, eating and drinking,
and pick-up basketball.

GREATER BUFFALO
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THE CAMPAIGN FOR GREATER BUFFALO
The promenade at the former Two Park is conceived as a transition between the formal square to the
north and the informal Terrace Station park to the south. Most of it is level and paved, to facilitate
the promenading function and free-range activities. Small gathering points at the cross streets provide
refreshment, social safety, and interval markers. The small kiosk on the right is modeled on a Pan Am
Exposition concession booth, and is used throughout the project area as a subtle branding article.
The trees are widely spaced American Elms (a disease-resistant cultivar planted successfully elsewhere
in the city), which provide the rhythm, scale, and architectonic effects of the species, missing from
Buffalo since the 1960s. The elm was the tree originally planted on The Terrace. The promenade could
properly be called The Elm Walk.

GREATER BUFFALO
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THE CAMPAIGN FOR GREATER BUFFALO
The promenade block preserves the only historic remnant of The Terrace: a low stone wall which enclosed central areas of both “Two Park” and “St. Anthony’s Park” to north. The walls were designed
by Frederick Law Olmsted at explicit instruction to prevent free-ranging across green central mall,
which often reduced it to bare dusty expanse. Two Park was accessible only through openings at Genesee and Church streets, and gates in middle of long sides, nearly on axis with the entry to Public School
No. 2. Park’s function was sacrificed to anesthetic notions and maintenance considerations. Nonetheless, it is important to maintain wall. The resulting eddy in the pedestrian flow is ideal for half-court
basketball in an iconic setting. The topographical terrace is expressed by a grassy slope that makes
up the elevational difference in one leap, as it were. Users would clearly understand the natural historic grounding of The Terrace in Joseph Ellicott’s 1803 village sketch.

1969
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St. Anthony’s Square—the entire right-of-way of the former Terrace— can be reclaimed for public use.
A large pavilion at Genesee Street can host periodic and special events that require shelter. The square
is large carless expanse, a pleasant and safe alternative to Niagara Square. The square is overlooked
by two large parking garages which could serve off-hour residential and event needs.
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THE CAMPAIGN FOR GREATER BUFFALO
A park pavilion closes off the northern end of St. Anthony Square and helps direct attention to the full sweep
of the long-lost Terrace planned by Jospeh Ellicott in 1800. The pavilion could become an important neighborhood meeting place for residents from Carolina Street to Court Street. The forms of the apartment houses
are large-scale emulations of the houses, shophouses, and small apartment buildings which lined St. Anthony’s Square until the 1960s. This site was cleared for a Skyway extension proposed in 1961 that never
happened. The land was sold by the Buffalo Urban Renewal Agency and has largely been vacant since.

Status quo
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Housing, housing, housing

THE CAMPAIGN FOR GREATER BUFFALO
Over 3,000 people lost their homes in the Waterfront Urban Renewal Area. That’s about how many
would love to move back to their ancestors’ neighborhood if given the chance. A large resident population is the baseline of healthy downtowns.
The smaller interior squares off St. Anthony’s Square would evoke strong feeling of proprietorship
among residents, even while the larger city is steps away. The goal is to return feeling and purpose to
place. This can be done by following best practices gathered from around the world and tested here.
Done well, templates for housing, public spaces, mobility, connectivity, and amenities can be created
for neighborhoods anywhere across the city.
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Removing the Skyway and restoring Upper and Lower Terrace to their orignal locations and sharing
the space with bikes, walkers, and public spaces can create amenity-driven, equitable development
in what is now an automotive underworld.
The nexus of highway blight would be transformed back into a mixed-use neighborhood of smallscale structures with an emphasis on small parcel sizes, walking, biking, and public transit. The site
is one block from Metrorail and could be well-served by reconfigured bus routes. Every day the Skyway
loop remains it must be added to the immense lost-opportunity cost that has accrued for over 60 years.
(Right, view along Upper Terrace as it bends eastward to Main Street). Every 20 years—the life cycle of
the Skyway deck—, generation upon generation, we are asked to invest in the very thing which prevents Buffalo from reviving.
We must invest in what makes it Buffalo better. We must stop making investments in what makes
Buffalo worse.

Status quo
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THE CAMPAIGN FOR GREATER BUFFALO
Since the demolition of the historic structures on the site
for the “Skyway Loop,” this empty block has represented an enormous barrier between the downtown
core and the waterfront. That can be remedied by a new
“urban hamlet” composed of mostly small lots intended
for individual owners, with a strip along Pearl Street reserved for larger buildings to mitigate the impact of the
tall tower across the street, and to create a protected, intimate environment.

Status quo
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THE CAMPAIGN FOR GREATER BUFFALO
The canting of buildings in the former Skyway Loop block creates unique spaces and a sense of social
safety and privacy, while creating a variety of possible routes between the Marine Drive Apartments,
Erie Basin, and the Canal District. This view, looking north from Upper Terrace to Seneca Street, would
be a pleasant alternative to Pearl Street for pedestrians. The two closest building blocks define a southfacing plaza along Upper Terrace.

Status quo
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The block of the Terrace between Seneca and the former
Evans Street is the most grievously damaged of all the blocks
occupied by the Skyway since
1954. For 65 years the sinister
darkness, grime, and noise has
made this a “no-go zone.” 100
years ago there wouldn’t have
been a Buffalonian alive who
didn’t know of the Terrace.
Today, very few people know of
this netherworld. Cleared of
Skyway and divided into small
lots, this slope could help make
the Terrace famous again.

Status quo

Status quo from south end
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THE CAMPAIGN FOR GREATER BUFFALO
The central problem of the Skyway interchange with the New York State Thruway is manifest in the
sheer amount of space for amenity-driven development and mobility improvements that opens up
once the Skyway and its interchange with Thruway are removed. The unsightly, noisy, unhealthy, and
disruptive mid-air spaghetti bowl of concrete is a social and economic barrier of enormous consequence.
The reconstruction of Buffalo’s original public park—The Terrace, a three-block long section of the
Erie Canal and Canal Street, and the addition of potentially hundreds of apartments would be selfjustifying even without the manifold benefits of proper integration into the larger downtown fabric.
The promise of the waterfront could finally be realized.

Status quo
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You can make more waterfront land: a singular benefit of removing the Skyway would be the reconstruction of a run of
original Erie Canal longer than the canalway pools that are
already successful. This section of canal extends from Pearl
Street to Erie Street, with only a slight narrowing at the western end caused by a rail tunnel constructed in the 1950s to
accomodate the Skyway and Thruway. The historic lot lines
and foundations can be used to invest new construction
with the irreplacable value of historic equity. Buildings on
lower Commercial Street (left) could be constructed to emulate those demolished for the Skyway while those lining the
canal could be variations on the type that once stood there.
It could all be workforce housing.

Status quo
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“Disappearing” the Thruway viaduct, absent getting rid of it entirely, can be accomplished by an appropriate noise barrier, which
helps render the surroundings habitable, which, in turn, helps hide
the Thruway. Similarly, the row of buildings on the left of the canal
in this view looking west from Pearl Street (all currently stateowned), screens the parking lot of the Marine Drive Apartments.
The result is a serene landscape that would create lasting value.
Broad sidewalks and bicycle paths connect with The Terrace and
downtown.

Status quo
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THE CAMPAIGN FOR GREATER BUFFALO
The Erie Canal can be reconstructed between Erie and Pearl streets
is the downtown section of the Skyway is removed. The view from
Erie Street and the top of a railroad tunnel shows the opportunities
that lie within the given parameters. The building on the right is
the same mass and material as the former Revere House hotel, and
lies entirely on city-owned land. A section of Marine Drive parking
lot lies beyond it. In the distance is a hotel on Main Street.
The Revere House was part of a row of buildings that had frontages
on both the canal and Canal Street.

Status quo
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This view to the west illustrates the run of Canal Street between Pearl and Erie. To be fully supportive
of downtown it is best reimagined as a residential street closed to motor traffic. It is probable that the
original Medina Sandstone paving blocks, curbing, and gutters are intact under a thin layers of asphalt
and gravel. Daylighting the stone street and preserving it in situ should be a priority. Nothing could
convey the history and character of the street better.

Status quo

A necessary improvement: noise barriers to mitigate the roar of traffic passing overhead on the Thruway, combined with sound-muffling devices on the superstructure beneath. Tempered-glass walls,
common in the EU, create a sense of accommodation and dynamism. Living and working near an unimproved Thruway would be hampered without mitigation measures.

Thruway noise barrier
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Underground Railroad brought to light

THE CAMPAIGN FOR GREATER BUFFALO

Commercial Slip, looking toward Buffalo River. The Union Block (r) must be reconstructed as an open-air, never-closed
monument to the Liberation Struggle and immigrant life. Built as a hotel by Elijah Efner that, consistent with Efner’s
Quaker beliefs, welcomed Blacks. William Douglas, a formerly enslaved man, ran a bar and bawdy house before and during the Civil War. Known colloquially as Dug’s Dive, it was a place was a refuge for Blacks, free, freed, and fleeing. It was
a vital station on the Underground Railroad. Uncle Dug performed heroic service during a June 1863 riot on the wharves,
when gangs of White laborers attacked Blacks, who fled to Uncle Dug’s. Barricades were effected, the inhabitants escorted
safely out, and the riot quelled.
By the end of the 19th century the building had become an Italian tenement housing 77 people in tiny rooms on three
narrow floors. It was the first target of demolition-as-improvement in the broader waterfront. Due to street reconfiguration
the northern end cannot be reconstructed; the interior-styled wall shows this. It was also the site of a preservation rally
in November 1999, which eventually led to the preservation of the Canal District streets and reconstruction of the canal.
A court-ordered masterplan mandated historically-sensitive development, but the Skyway has stymied it.

1999. Tim Tielman organized first public
rally to save Canal District and Dug’s Dive
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Restoring purpose to place
THE CAMPAIGN FOR GREATER BUFFALO

Removing the part of the Skyway that descends across the Canal District makes
possible the reconstruction of commercial and residential structures on the 90+
foundations detected in the State Archeological District that encompasses the
Canal District. It also makes it possible to reconstruct the historic street pattern in
its entirety. Together, the feeling of a unique urban environment of narrow stone
streets and brick buildings can be reestablished.
These depictions are based on what stood between Commercial Slip and Lloyd
Street. Such structures would fulfill the intent of the masterplan created by Federal Court order in 2004. Hanover, Lloyd (r.), and Canal streets have Skyway piers
directly in their rights-of-way, as do Prime and Commercial slips and the Erie Canal
itself. Removing the downtown Skyway is required for the plan to advance.

Lloyd St. status quo
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Unburying Buffalo’s buried treasure

The Canal District holds a hidden treasure of unknown scope: the artifacts entombed when
Prime Slip (built as Thomson’s Cut in 1825) was filled in c.1850. A Skyway pier was stabbed
through the old canal prism, and some walls were likely disturbed between 1850 and 1900, but
likely much remains undisturbed, as two archeological digs indicate.
The entire length of the Prime Slip, from Prime Street to Marine Drive should be excavated
and rewatered, with every single artifact recovered and cataloged as part of the Skyway removal process. A mug from Bowles’s restaurant, recovered from Commercial Slip, suggests what
may be found (left). The resulting waterway would be a valuable amenity for new housing. A
similar, though much larger project (700,000 artifacts recovered) was undertaken in Amsterdam
when new subway line was excavated. Amsterdammers were gifted an extraordinary memory
book of 11,279 artifact photos, forever enriching their connection to their city (right).
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Making The Terrace a transport hub again

THE CAMPAIGN FOR GREATER BUFFALO
Geographically, The Terrace was destined to become a
great transportation nexus of canal, Main Street, and local and
intercity rail transportation. It should serve that role again.
The Big Picture calls for capping the open trench between
Main Street and Washington Street, and creating a broad pedestrian esplanade or plaza west to Pearl Street. This plaza
would provide clear views between the various modes of
transportation: trains, Metrorail, NFTA buses, bicycles, taxis,
and, of course walking.
But The Terrace itself is literally under the Thruway. Solution: Build a bus and taxi hub that architecturally configures
the underside of the Thruway as a sound-dampening ceiling.
Insert a climate controlled concourse. Run bus routes through
this nexus once again.

The Terrace, 1943
Walter McCausland archive. Used by permission

Local bus passenger hall, Bath, England
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Getting around made
easy and intuitive
THE CAMPAIGN FOR GREATER BUFFALO
The Cloudwalk access system is loosely modeled on the system at Walkway Above The Hudson State
Park in Poughkeepsie (right), which, even in a much smaller city, demonstrates the viability of the
concept. The elevator towers at each end would have glassed-in lobbies, allowing for viewing even on
inclement days. In Buffalo, the Cloudwalk would perform a real transportation function, linking the
Riverline, Shoreline, and Empire State trails, reducing the bicycling time and distance from downtown to reach the Outer Harbor by 91%. It is also a much safer route, with five underpasses eliminating
car conflicts. It would also make the Outer Harbor accessible to pedestrians in ways a seasonal ferry
operating every 30 minutes during the day does not. The Cloudwalk would be a landmark connecting
landmarks in an intuitive way, which would be a great help to potentially millions of annual visitors,
many of whom will be strangers to the city.
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Restoring the (via)ductwork
of an urban machine

THE CAMPAIGN FOR GREATER BUFFALO

The DL&W trainshed, hundreds of feet long, is an engineering marvel. Its re-development has been a
conundrum. The DL&W was built to connect A to B. That is its nature, and therein lies the solution.
It cannot succeed without playing the role of connector again. To do that, its viaducts to the west and
east must be re-established in a new form. It must serve pedestrians and bicyclists, both nearby in the
Canal District and Erie Basin, as well those using Riverline, the cross-state Empire State Trail, where
it would serve as iconic symbol, as well as those visiting newly accessible DL&W and Cloudwalk. The
Campaign for Greater Buffalo has long proposed rebuilding entire deck that station once stood on, but
simply building a “donut hole” viaduct, with void representing missing station, might be cheaper, easier, and better. Viaduct also acts as crossing over Metrorail tracks to Central Wharf and Canal District.

GREATER BUFFALO
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Reconnecting
THE CAMPAIGN FOR GREATER BUFFALO

Plans are underway to restore
transportation function to part
of long disused DL&W viaduct
and embankment (far right, c.
1950), in form of The Riverline
between Moore and Smith
streets. The Cloudwalk and
DL&W infrastructure must be
rebuilt to Riverline. Connecting
existing parking ramp by pedestrian bridge over South Park
Ave., as part of a “park once”
system allowing drivers to become walkers and riders once
in neighborhood is obvious.
Right, DL&W viaduct from
Michigan Ave. signal tower
prior to demo.

ROBERT LACKEMEYER

BUFFALO HISTORY MUSEUM
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A Shed, Elevated

CAMPAIGN FOR GREATER BUFFALO
The DL&W trainshed (1917) is an evocative industrial shelter. It would work spectacularly well as an
open-air platform for all kinds of civic, recreational, social, and commercial uses. It even has an outdoor deck of enormous proportions on the Buffalo River overlooking the Michigan Avenue lift bridge.
A pedestrian bridge linking it to the existing parking garage and the Cobblestone Historic District at
Illinois street would be an obvious enhancement.
A key to rejuvenating the DL&W is emphasize its historic character, not to waste time and treasure
trying to make it into something it isn’t and should not be: a de-natured 365-day-a-year indoor shopping mall in an environment that, experience shows, is only optimally active during fair weather
months. To be a success the DL&W must have ramped access at multiple visible points to advertise
accessibility in easily understood ways.

GREATER BUFFALO

Restoring the light
This is as good an image as you’ll see of what DL&W train shed can be, and the unique qualities of the revolutionary
Bush-style train shed (here, at a Chicago station c1911). Abraham Lincoln Bush (1860-1940) was the brilliant Chief Engineer
of DL&W from 1903 to 1909 under president William Truesdale, who vowed to build “the world’s greatest railroad” between the Hudson River and Lake Erie. After leaving to set up his own engineering firm, he remained closely intertwined
with the railroad, designing massive trainsheds at either end of the DL&W mainline, in Buffalo and Hoboken, as well as
the world’s two largest concrete arch bridges in between.
Bush sheds were much cheaper to build and maintain, better ventilated, brighter, and less noisy than high-arched
sheds built theretofore in cities, and much more weather-protected than station canopies of small town stations. Without
the abundant glazing (the sidewalls were once glazed, too) the train shed would be claustrophobic (as it possibly was during WWII, when the skylights would have been tarred over, and sidewalls provably bricked in). Let the sun shine in.
Utterly unexpected is the beautiful brickwork of the walls: colorful and varied, with deeply raked, thick mortar joints.
They are the walls of a Lincoln Parkway mansion. Day and night, a glowing setting for the DL&W’s famous Phoebe Snow
express in the past, and of future urban adventures unnumbered.
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South Park Avenue between the DL&W and the Key Bank Center is one of the most challenging environments in Buffalo to develop—it is a reason the DL&W has languished. Making it a hub of a green
transportation network—bikes, trains, buses, and walkers and connecting it to the Cobblestone District, Canal District, Old First Ward, and the Outer Harbor—would be transformative.
Joined, the DL&W and the Cloudwalk can become mechanisms of enhanced urban activity, understanding that “attractions” aren’t urbanism—urbanism is the attraction. Biking and walking are the
most ecologically sound ways to get around, and taking public transportation is second best. The
Cloudwalk and DL&W would combine all three (Metrobus is there, and a new Metrorail station is
planned). For good measure, it also encourages change-of-mode from cars by connecting to parking
ramp and lots.

GREATER BUFFALO
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A three-level stage for human activity
CAMPAIGN FOR GREATER BUFFALO
The foot of Main Street is a dead end in more ways than one. It would be transformed as part of a dynamic three-level circulation stack of pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure. It would provide everchanging views of a working river, a working train yard, and people moving about on three levels.
Visitors would be actors and audience of communal life. In aspect from above or below, the DL&W viaduct would be a swooping, looping piece of the cityscape. A glass-walled Cloudwalk elevator (rather
than masonry, as shown here) would add visual interest day and night.
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Half a Skyway is Far Better Than None

Deconstructing the downtown section Skyway, and reconceiving the 80% remaining, including the crossing over the Buffalo river
and the sweeping curve to the Outer Harbor, would have a transformative effect. Properties from former DL&W train shed to Urban
Renewal superblocks would be enhanced if viaducts, ramps, and interchange with New York Thruway were removed. Downtown would
be quieter, cleaner, safer, and more attractive.
The Outer Harbor would be a five-minute walk away. Mobility, access, and equity would advance. Central to the idea is reconceiving
southern section as The Cloudwalk, for biking strolling, or lounging the day away, taking in the view to the heart’s content. NYS DOT
and elected officials want to demolish every bit of the three-mile long Skyway complex and its approaches, at a cost of over $37 million.
And they want to build a new, unnecessary inland highway, while widening the Thruway, for $550 million more.
Saving the spans saves the views and creates opportunities, at less than the cost of demolition. And it is totally independent of any
new auto route. Big Picture plan proposes saving entirety of structure south of Buffalo River (r).

People, not cars: Cloudwalk would
re-program this section of Skyway
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Cloudwalk: A magnetic attraction

CAMPAIGN FOR GREATER BUFFALO
The most interesting alternatives from state competition to reimagine Skyway retained sections over
Buffalo River and south toward Buffalo Harbor State Park. The idea has been around for as long as
discussions of tearing down Skyway have been. The Campaign for Greater Buffalo made such a proposal in 2007. This is a refinement of that, which at the outset would make it possible to reconstruct
the historic streets, waterways, and buildings of the Canal District.
The Cloudwalk would be active transport link (walking, pedaling, wheelchair) and observation
deck. It transforms a noisy, blighting piece of infrastructure into a civic and mobility asset. It provides
close-ups of General Mills grain elevator, which architectural historian Reyner Banham called “the
most influential structure ever put up in North America,” as well as unparalleled, unhurried, and otherwise unattainable views of Buffalo’s grain elevators, a globally unique cultural landscape.
The Cloudwalk must become part of Buffalo Harbor State Park, where it would meet grade.

Opening day at Walkway Over
The Hudson State Park
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Higher than the High Line...

...and down to earth
CAMPAIGN FOR GREATER BUFFALO
The view from the “front porch”of a reborn DL&W trainshed and viaduct would be a unique urban
scene: the Cloudwalk, Metrorail operations, the inner harbor, the lake, and Times Beach, as well as an
inviting glimpse of the Canal District beyond supermurals of Sabres greats on the Key Bank Center.
Mindful design can make a useful thing a beloved thing.
The DL&W viaduct is high above grade, as New York’s High Line, but would also be open for bike
riders and be part of a transportation system, rather than purely recreational. That is similar to the
Brooklyn Bridge (r.). It averages 10,000 walkers and 4,000 riders per day (NYCDOT). over 147’ over
the East River. The Cloudwalk elevator and stair is the epitome of useful: it elevates users 100 feet to
a speedy and scenic connecting route to the Outer Harbor and points south. That’s a lot higher, and a
lot more useful, than the High Line.
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A one-minute ride
and a ﬁve-minute
walk
The long
way over

The quickest path to making the Cloudwalk viable and justifiable—besides the millions of dollars in
savings over tearing it down— is to make it part of an alternative transportation infrastructure and to
have it be an instrument of extraordinary time-saving trips for bike riders and walkers.
Today, GoogleMaps informs us it takes, under ideal conditions, 18 minutes to ride from the foot of
Main Street to the Connecting Terminal Elevator opposite Wilkeson Pointe park; longer to Buffalo’s
iconic lighthouse (top right). It only seems like forever. Walking would take over an hour and a half.
That is forever, which is why no one walks.
The Cloudwalk would transform the lives of bike riders and walkers. For bike riders, getting to the
Outer Harbor becomes a scenic one-minute ride across the Buffalo River and City Ship Canal. A walker
could traverse the distance in five minutes.
What happens when you deliver such a radical improvement to a transportation mode? You induce
traffic. In this case, the virtuous kind, for urban vitality as well as personal vitality.
Tossing a bone, the New York State DOT, in its “preferred alternative” for removing Skyway by building an inland highway, includes a parallel bicycle path, that stops at a highway interchange near the
Tesla plant.
Fun, wow. Worthless, too, as recreation or mobility. Were DOT were really serious about bicycles as
transportation, it would suggest connecting its bike path to the Cloudwalk and the Riverline, creating
a South Buffalo bicycle highway loop. A better-located South Buffalo section along Hopkins Street
could act as a collector/distributor (right bottom) the entire breadth of South Buffalo. Extensions north
up Smith Street, and south to South Park, are easily imagined.
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An uplifting
embankment
Essential to the Cloudwalk and DL&W system is the almost-mile-and-a-half embankment upon which the
Skyway approach rests. Who would turn down a gift-wrapped elevated bike-and-walking superhighway that
gets you to work and to relaxation without fear of car conflict or injury? It is not often one finds a highway
embankment worth rallying around. A manmade ridge, the Outer Harbor embankment may be first such in
the country, and would turn the symbolism of the old highway on its head. It is a resource worth saving,
running over five underpasses, providing otherwise unavailable views of the lake and grain elevators, and
grassy slope for playing, picnicking, sledding, or viewing sunsets.
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Abandoned rail yard between City Ship Canal (r.)
and Skyway embankment (l.) should be used for
Ganson St. extension
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New or reclaimed street
Cloudwalk

Buffalo Harbor State Park

Skyway expressway converted to Cloudwalk and “smart streets” flanked by bike paths and “super sidewalks”
(as at already improved Ohio St.) into city would be better, cheaper, and faster than current preference of NY DOT
for inland highway to replace demolished Skyway. In either event, some Skyway traffic would divert to local street
approaches to downtown. A new Ganson St. extension on west bank of City Ship Canal, with fixed bridge at the
head of navigation, could connect to Kelly Island and S. Michigan Ave.
Improved local streets could handle, with capacity to spare, Skyway drivers that do not choose to take muchimproved Thruway (now with full-speed cashless tolling, eliminating toll barrier backups). Citizens of Old First
Ward, The Valley, and the Elk Market-Perry neighborhoods would have two good options to the waterfront. The
Big Picture Plan is independent of whatever additional auto routes might be proposed.

Lighter, quicker, cheaper: Fixed-span, at-grade
bridge over City Ship Canal is best car connection to
downtown, Outer Harbor, Kelly Island.
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GOT
WONDER
-MENT?
Preserve it.

Support The Campaign for Greater
Buffalo History, Architecture & Culture
1. Donate/subscribe online at
https://GreaterBuffalo.blogs.com
https://GreaterBuffalo.substack.com/
2. Or, fill out the form below and do your
part to save the city!
By the month (charge only)* o $5
o $10
o $20
o $31
o $50
By the year (check or charge)
o $36.50
o $75
o $120
o $200
First, subscribe (free) to our newsletter Greater Buffalo. You’ll get access to articles, updates, notifications
of deadlines, presentations, and tours. E-mail our articles to your friends,
Second, let others know you support The Big Picture: Write a letter to The Buffalo News (Max. 250 words.
Everybody’s Column, The Buffalo News, P.O. Box 100, Buffalo, NY 14240 or e-mail to LetterToEditor@buffnews.com). Opinion pieces up to 450 words— Another Voice— must be emailed to editpage@buffnews.com
Third, write Governor Andrew Cuomo ( Email via https://www.governor.ny.gov/content/governor-contactform. By mail: Hon. Andrew Cuomo, State Capitol, Albany, NY 12224. By phone 1-518-474-8390)
Write NYSDOT to be part of official environmental review (https://www.buffaloskyway.dot.ny.gov/ContactUs)
Write Congressman Brian Higgins (https://higgins.house.gov/contact/email-brian).
Write U.S. Secretary of Transportation Pete Buttigieg (Office of the Secretary, US Dept of Transportation,
1200 New Jersey Ave SE, Washington, DC 20590).
Finally, join or make a donation to The Campaign for Greater Buffalo. Our team has been at the forefront of
preservation in Buffalo for over 30 years. We created the Hamlin Park, Cobblestone, historic districts,
created the Central Terminal Restoration Corporation, and led the lawsuits that saved the Richardson Complex and the Canal District.

Your donation is tax-deductible to the extent allowed by law.
The Campaign is a 501(c)(3) charitable organization

Name________________________________________
E-mail________________________________________
Address______________________________________
City/Zip _____________________________________

Bank card:#__________________________________
Exp: ____/____ cvv # ______
* recurring payments debited by The Campaign for Buffalo.
You can notify us to discontinue at any time. We’ll email you
a receipt for each payment. To yield net donations shown, 30¢
plus 3% processing fee added charges

Or send check payable to The Campaign for Greater
Buffalo, 403 Main St., Suite 705, Buffalo, NY 14203

